Psycho Workbook
Tips for Responding to Questions

- Think carefully about what the question is asking you. Try to rephrase it in your own words.
- When you’re answering short answer questions such as these, try to provide a short overview of your answer in the very first sentence.
- The main part of your response should answer the question, making appropriate reference to the scene or scenes you have been asked to write about.
- Use the language of film appropriately when you are answering questions.
- In the final paragraph of your answer, sum up briefly, giving a brief overview of what you have discussed, for example: “Throughout this scene, the director has used a range of techniques - such as acting, camera movement and sound - to develop the character.”

Production Elements (CAMELS)

Camera Techniques

Shot Size

- Establishing Shot/Extreme Long Shot. Establishing shots are often used at the beginning of scenes to establish the setting. At the beginning of a film, for example, you might see an extreme long shot of a city. Then, we might cut to a closer shot of a street, then a building and finally the character inside.
- Long Shot. A long shot is where you can see characters but the frame is largely filled with the background.
- Full Shot. A character filmed from head to toe.
- Mid Shot. A character filmed from the waist up.
- Close Up. Usually a shot of a character’s face.
- Extreme Close Up. Extreme close ups are usually an attempt to draw the viewer’s attention to a particular detail. For example, the director may choose to cut from a mid shot of a character to an extreme close-up of a gun in his hand.

Camera Angle

- Overshot. The camera is positioned directly above the subject. This is often used in establishing shots, where the camera flies over city streets.
- High Angle. The camera is positioned above the subject, looking down at an angle. This angle makes the subject appear smaller, powerless and more vulnerable.
- Eye Level. This is the most commonly used camera angle in film and television. The characters appear at eye level.
- Low Angle. The camera is positioned below eye level, looking up, to imply a sense of power and dominance.
- Undershot. The camera is positioned directly beneath the subject, looking up. Often coupled with point-of-view shots when the character is looking up at something.

Camera Movement

- Dolly. A dolly is any sort of moving platform that a camera is mounted on. Professional camera crews often lay down tracks which the camera can be moved along. Sometimes, the camera is mounted in the back of a car. Skateboards, office chairs and supermarket trolleys are the dollies of choice for low budget camera crews. Dollies are often used in very subtle ways. Throughout the course of a conversation, for example, you may notice that the camera very slowly moves closer to the characters.
- Tracking Shot. Any sort of shot where the camera follows a moving subject.
- Pan. The camera turns horizontally when mounted on a tripod.
- Tilt. The camera tilts up/down when mounted on a tripod.
- Crane. The camera is mounted on a crane, helping filmmakers to achieve dynamic overhead shots.
- Handheld. Handheld camera movement is often used to achieve a sense of realism. Handheld camera movement achieves a sense of realism partly because audiences associate this sort of camera movement with documentary film.
- Steadicam. A device that allows camera operators to achieve smooth, fluid camera movement even when moving quickly across rough terrain.
- Zoom. The lens of a camera is used to magnify an image.
Acting

Acting also makes an important contribution to the narrative of films. While an extreme close up may show an actor’s face, it’s up to the actor to convey their emotions to the audience.

Mise-en-scene and Visual Composition

Visual composition refers to the way in which objects - such as props and actors - are arranged within the frame. Mise en scene is a French term that refers to ‘putting into the scene’. Whereas visual composition usually refers to how specific elements are arranged, mise en scene is a broader term that refers to the artistic look and feel of a shot. It encompasses a range of elements, including lighting, costume, make up, camera techniques and the positioning and movement of actors.

Editing

Films are composed of shots which are edited together to tell a story.

- **Cut**. The most basic edit. One shot is replaced by another. There is no transition between the two.
- **Fade In**. The screen is black, a shot gradually appears. Often used at the beginning of a sequence.
- **Fade Out**. An image gradually fades to black. This is often used at the end of a sequence.

Lighting

Lighting is often used to give the audience information about characters. For example, evil characters are traditionally shot with low key lighting to make them appear sinister. Low key lighting is often used to engage audiences, particularly in horror films.

- **Key Light**. The main source of light.
- **Fill Light**. A light which makes areas in shadow more visible.
- **Back Light**. A light source positioned behind the subject, often obscuring and creating a sense of menace.
- **High Key**. Few shadows and little contrast. Often used in television sitcoms. Uniform lighting allows scenes to be shot quickly without repositioning lights.
- **Low Key**. Creates a ‘chiaroscuro’ effect, a strong contrast between light and dark areas.

Sound and Music

Filmmakers think very carefully about the sound that they put in their films. Sound incorporates every aspect of the soundtrack - including sound effects, music and dialogue. Sound is always used to tell the story. Often sound effects can help tell us about the setting of a film. Music is one of the key techniques used to tell audiences how to feel. When watching films we are often encouraged to feel a sense of excitement or romance or adventure simply through the effective use of music.
Character Development in Psycho

When writing about how a character is established and developed, you can refer to a range of production elements, including: camera techniques, acting, mise-en-scene and visual composition, editing, lighting and sound (including music and dialogue).

1. How is Marion Crane established and developed as a character? Refer to the use of camera techniques, music, acting and dialogue (10 marks).
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Point of View in Psycho

In film narratives, the audience is often encouraged to sympathize with particular characters, to see events from their point-of-view. As aspiring filmmakers, it is important to consider how Alfred Hitchcock encourages us to sympathize with particular characters.

Sample Response

Midway through the film, we are encouraged to identify with a number of characters, including Norman Bates. As Marion leaves the parlour, Norman returns to office and looks in the ledger. Cutting to an extreme close-up of the register, Hitchcock tells the audience that Norman knows Marion has lied about her name. Just as the audience was implicated in the theft of the $40,000, Hitchcock is preparing to implicate us in Norman's crime. At this point in the film, the audience may feel uneasy towards Norman given the way his character is developed during the parlour scene. As he crosses the parlor, Anthony Perkins is lit from below, giving him a ghastly and baleful appearance. Standing in front of the paintings, his face is once again bisected by shadow, hinting at his split personality. He hesitates for a moment before looking towards the painting, the whites of his eyes glistening menacingly. He hesitates for a moment before Hitchcock cuts to a close-up of the painting as he removes it from the wall to reveal the peephole. Cutting between an extreme close-up of Norman's eye and a full shot of Marion undressing, Hitchcock encourages the audience to identify with Norman by implicating them in his crime. Although the audience may have felt ambivalent towards Norman during the parlour scene, this point-of-view shot encourages viewers to identify with this character. Similarly, when he returns to the parlour - appropriately bathed in shadows - the extreme close-up of Norman's eye and the view through the peephole is a highly voyeuristic. One of the interesting things about Psycho is that Hitchcock encourages the audience to identify with the murderer, although we don't realise it until the end of the film. When Marion Crane is murdered, the audience's identification is directed towards Norman, the only other character available at the time. The brief point-of-view shots used throughout this scene pave the way for this switch in point-of-view. When Norman returns to the house, Hitchcock uses visual composition to engender sympathy for the character. Norman is filmed sitting alone in the kitchen, perched on the edge of a kitchen chair. Shot size and acting contributes to his sense of isolation. Although he has just broken Marion's trust, the audience is encouraged to view him in a sympathetic light. Hitchcock uses a range of techniques to get us to sympathise with Norman - including editing, shot size, camera techniques, acting and sound.
2. At the beginning of the film, Hitchcock makes the audience identify and sympathise with Marion Crane. How does Hitchcock achieve this? Your response should make reference to camera techniques, acting, and sound.
(10 marks)
Visual Composition in the Parlour Scene

In the parlour scene, Hitchcock uses mise-en-scene and visual composition to tell the audience a great deal about the characters.
4. How is the audience positioned to feel about Norman throughout this scene? What do you make of the shadow that divides Norman’s face in half? What does the audience see around Norman throughout this scene? Compare these shots with the shots of Marion. How are they different? (10 marks)
Audience Engagement in the Psycho

Psycho has many examples of how production elements (such as camera techniques, acting, mise-en-scene, editing, lighting and sound) can be used to engage audiences and create a sense of suspense.

Sample Response

When Marion flees Phoenix, Hitchcock uses a range of techniques to engage the audience. To begin with, Hitchcock shows a mid-shot of Marion sitting behind the wheel of her car. The audience hears her imagining what Sam will say when she arrives in Fairvale. The preceding scenes have strongly encouraged the audience to identify with Marion using a variety of production elements, chiefly camera techniques, editing, acting and music. Here, Hitchcock takes this one step further, using sound to convey her inner thoughts.

**SAM (Voice Over):** Marion, what in the world - what are you doing here? ...Of course I'm glad to see you. I always am. ...What is it, Marion?

Hearing a character’s thoughts like this is extremely engaging, encouraging the audience to see events from her perspective. As she is imagining what Sam will say, she nervously adjusts her grip on the steering wheel and pulls up at an intersection, resting her head on her hand. Hitchcock cuts from the mid-shot of Marion at the wheel of the car to a sustained point-of-view shot through the windshield. Several people pass in front of the car. Hitchcock cuts back to Marion who still appears concerned. Cutting back to the point-of-view shot, Marion - and the audience - see Lowery and Cassidy pass in front of the car. As he passes, Lowery notices Marion and smiles politely. Hitchcock cuts to a mid-shot of Marion. Janet Leigh’s acting contributes significantly to audience engagement. She smiles, clearly shocked. Hitchcock shows a point-of-view shot of Lowery as he turns and looks back at the car. He appears slightly puzzled. Herrmann’s dramatic score begins suddenly. Deep and dramatic violins underscoring Lowery’s discovery that Marion is leaving the city. Using a range of production elements - notably point-of-view shots - Hitchcock effectively engages the audience. Hitchcock cuts back to a close-up of Marion whose smile disappears. Audience engagement in this scene is particularly effective. Implicated in the crime, the audience desperately wants Marion to escape. Lowery turns away and continues walking. The audience is left with a sustained close-up of Marion as she continues to drive, face lined with apprehension.
5. Referring to a range of techniques - such as camera techniques, acting, mise-en-scene, editing, lighting and sound - explain how Hitchcock engages the audience when Arbogast is murdered (10 marks).
6. Referring to a range of techniques - such as camera techniques, acting, mise-en-scene, editing, lighting and sound - explain how Hitchcock engages the audience when Lila explores the Bates house. (10 marks)